Energy efficient downlink massive MIMO: Is 1-bit
quantization a solution ?
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Abstract - Massive MIMO aims to build wireless base
stations with hundreds of coherently operating antennas
serving tens of single antenna users in order to improve
both the transmission capacity by a factor 10-50 and the
energy-efficiency trade-off by up to a thousand times. Precoding at the base station has been proposed to efficiently
implement digital beamforming. It implies a high signal
dynamic range and therefore a power backoff resulting
in less energy-efficiency. One-bit quantized Zero-Forcing
precoding has been proposed to efficiently handle the RF
front-end when the array is implemented with so many
antennas. In this paper, we analyze the energy-efficiency
of the quantized Zero-Forcing precoded systems for a large
number of users and a massive MIMO base station.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Massive MIMO base stations with hundreds of coherently
operating antennas serving tens of single antenna users is one
of the key technologies to enable next-generation wireless
communications to improve both the transmission capacity by
a factor 10-50 and the energy-efficiency trade-off by up to a
thousand times [1].
Precoding at the base station (BS) has been proposed
to efficiently implement digital beamforming [2]. However,
Zero-Forcing (ZF) or Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
precoding leads to a high signal dynamic range and therefore
a power backoff resulting in less efficient power amplifiers
and a reduction in the energy-efficiency of the system. Since
the power consumption and hardware costs increase also with
the number of antennas [3], the energy-efficiency of massive
MIMO base stations can be questioned. One-bit quantization,
namely constant envelope signals using one-bit on both the I
and Q dimensions, has been proposed to suppress the signal
dynamic range in order to maximize the power amplifier
efficiency, to eliminate the adaptive gain controller and at the
same time to minimize the ADC/DAC power consumption [4].
Comparisons between the quantized and unquantized systems have been performed in terms of channel capacity [5][6], bit error rate performance [7] and channel estimation [8].
In addition, energy and spectral efficiency are studied in [9]
and [10] but only for the uplink of MIMO system with mixedADC implementations. However, to the best of our knowledge
there is no such comparison in terms of energy-efficiency
for the downlink. The energy-efficiency of multi-user massive
MIMO with full signal dynamic range has been studied in

Fig. 1: One-bit quantized system model

[11] and [12] showing the advantage of ZF and MMSE over
maximum ratio combining and the quasi logarithmic behavior
with respect to the number of antennas. The work in [11]
considers only the radiated power, whereas [12] proposes a
more realistic power consumption model.
In this paper, we analyze the energy-efficiency of the
massive MIMO downlink for both one-bit quantized and full
dynamic-range precoded signals. For the sake of simplicity,
we focus on the quantized Zero-Forcing precoder and we use
random matrix theory to obtain simple approximations with
respect to a large number of antennas at the BS and a large
number of users.
Notation
In what follows, uppercase boldface letters, A, indicate a
matrix. Lower boldface letters, a, indicate a column vector,
with ak denoting the k th element of the column vector. The
symbols (.)∗ , (.)T and (.)H denote the complex conjugate,
matrix transpose and the transpose-conjugate of the argument
respectively.
II. D OWNLINK M ASSIVE -MIMO S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Downlink Massive-MIMO Models
We assume a flat-fading downlink scenario in which an
M -antenna BS is attempting to send QPSK symbols sk to
k = 1, · · · , K single-antenna users. The one-bit quantized BS
√
√
transmits an M × 1 vector ρx, where ρ is a fixed gain (see
Fig. 1):
x = Q(xZF ) = Q(Gs) = Q(R(xZF )) + jQ(I(xZF )) (1)
where the full dynamic range signal is denoted xZF = Gs
with G = HH (HHH )−1 , the ZF precoder corresponding

to channel H. The quantization operator Q constrains the
elements of x to be equal to ±1 ± j, i.e. one-bit quantization
of the in-phase and quadrature components of the signal at the
BS, where R (resp. I) indicates the real (resp. imaginary part).
We denote s = [s1 · · · sK ]T as the symbols to be transmited
to the K users and S = {1 + j, 1 − j, −1 + j, −1 − j} the set
of QPSK constellation points.
The BS without one-bit quantization corresponds to directly
√
√
transmitting ρZF xZF instead of ρx. Unlike [12], no user
specific power allocation is performed here.
Let rk = hk x + nk be the signal received by user k where
hk represents the Rayleigh channel from the massive MIMO
BS to user k, see Fig. 1. For simplicity, we write the received
signals from all users in a single vector r = [r1 · · · rK ]T
√
so that the overall system model becomes r = ρHx + n
where the K × 1 vector n represents a vector of independent
complex isotropic Gaussian noise terms of variance σn2 at each
user. H is the K × M channel matrix with k th row hk . We
will assume that the channel H is known at the BS.
In the non-quantized case, the received signal is
√
√
(2)
rZF = ρZF HxZF + n = ρZF s + n
B. Energy-Efficiency
The common definition of energy-efficiency (EE) in
[bit/Joule] is:
EE =

Bit rate [bit/s]
Energy consumption [Joule/s]

(3)

Assuming each user considers all multi-user interference and
quantization error as independent Gaussian noise, the multiuser MIMO data rate on band B is [13]:
rB = B

K
X

log2 (1 + SQINRk )

(4)

k=1

where the signal-to-quantization, interference and noise ratio
at user k, SQINRk has been studied in [7]. Note that, even
though the signals are not Gaussian we still use the Shannon
capacity as an approximation of the rate. [7] allows us to
have some insight on the behavior of the quantized approach.
We also remark that this data rate is smaller than the sum
channel capacity that could be achieved with a different power
allocation and more complex receivers.
Given large enough values of M and K, and finite γ =
M
K > 1, random matrix theory can be used to show that the
one-bit quantized SQINRk is approximately (see [7] for details
and more general expressions)
SQINR(γ) ≈

2(γ−1)2
γπ

1−

2
π



(1 − γ1 ) +

2
σn
2ρσ 2

,

(5)

where σ 2 is the variance of the channel gains, which is
assumed, for simplicity, to be equal for all users. The SQINR
for the unquantized ZF precoder is simply SNR = ρZF σ22
n
since in principle there is no quantization noise and the
multiuser interference is eliminated.
In the sequel, we will replace the expression for SQINRk
(5) in (4) and express the energy comsumption with respect to

Fig. 2: Power amplifier efficiency with power back-off

the number of antennas M , γ, the power amplifier efficiency
and the signal dynamic range.
We denote r(γ) = log2 (1 + SQINR(γ)) and rZF =
log2 (1 + SNR).
III. E NERGY-E FFICIENCY E XPRESSION
The energy consumption needed for (3) is assumed to be
given by the sum of the energy consumed by the BS power
amplifier PT X and by the BS circuits PCP .
A. Power amplifier energy consumption
It is usually agreed that the power amplifier is the main
source of power consumption, [14]. We will therefore carefully
consider how to model it. For the one-bit quantized case, the
power consumption of the power amplifier can be expressed
as
BE[kxk2 ]
2M Bρ
PT X =
=
(6)
η
η
where η is the power amplifier efficiency at the BS [15].
The numerator of (6) equals the average transmitted power,
which is exact since the signal’s envelope is constant for
QPSK signals. The power amplifier can hence operate near its
saturation zone, so that the state-of-the art efficiency η = 0.6
can be achieved.
The power amplifier efficiency η is highly dependent on
the signal dynamic range, usually measured by the peak-toaverage power ratio (PAPR), see [15]. For a signal with a high
dynamic range, as xZF , a power back-off PBO is used in order
to keep the power amplifier output signal from saturating when
|xZF,m | is maximal, see Fig. 2 and [16]. Using the same power
amplifier, this induces also an operating point much lower than
the saturation zone so that the DC voltage from the power
supply is also decreased, yielding an efficiency of only about
ηZF = 0.3.
For the non-quantized case, the average power consumption of the power amplifier can be expressed as

2

ZF k ]
. E[kxZF k2 ] = trace(E[xH
PT X,ZF = BE[kx
ZF xZF ]) =
ηZF
H −1
2ρZF trace(E[(HH ) ]) assuming independence between
the symbols and the channel gains. For large enough values of
M and K, and finite γ, [7] shows
trace(E[(HHH )−1 ]) ≈
PK that
K
1
1
is the average of the
2
k=1 σk
(M −K) ζ where ζ = K
inverse variance of the channels of the different users. Here,
ζ = σ12 . Therefore, the average power consumption of the
power amplifier can be approximated as

PT X,ZF =

BE[kxZF k2 ]
2BρZF
1
≈
ζ
ηZF
ηZF
(γ − 1)

ρZF ζ
)
γ−1

(8)

where the power back-off is chosen to compensate for the ZF
signal PAPR, as in Fig. 2.
B. Circuit power consumption
We collect here the terms of energy consumed in the
different analog and digital components of the BS and user
circuits. Unlike many studies on MIMO systems, the energy
consumption is not limited to PF IX , the power consumption
due to site-cooling, control signaling, and the load-independent
power of backhaul infrastructure, etc. The work in [12] shows
that the circuit power consumption depends not only on the
load K/M , but also on the number of antennas at the base
station, M , and the resulting cost of the signal processing can
no longer be ignored. Assuming the power cost due to channel
estimation can be neglected, the total power consumed by the
BS hardware can be expressed as,
PCP = PF IX + PT C + PC/D + PBH + PLP

(9)

where
• PT C is the energy consumption in the BS and mobile
units, which scales with the number of transmitters M
and users K as:
PT C = M PBS + PSY N + KPU E
= M (PBS + γPU E ) + PSY N

two terms, PC/D and PBH , that are proportional to the
data rate. PC/D corresponds to the channel encoding at
the BS and decoding at the user end:
PC/D = rB (PCOD + PDEC )
M
≈ B r(γ)(PCOD + PDEC )
γ

(11)

where PCOD and PDEC are the power of encoding and
decoding in Watts/bit/s (W/bit/s), respectively.
PBH is the power needed by the backhaul with respect
to the data load:
M
PBH = rB PBT ≈ B r(γ)PBT
(12)
γ

(7)

Equation (7) is consistent with [12]. The differences are due
to the power allocation and users’ distribution.
Expressions (6) and (7) show the importance of the BS
”load”, γ1 . In order to have a fair BER comparison between the
one-bit quantized and full dynamic range cases, [7] assumes
that the signal power at the input of the power amplifier is
ρ
. However, due to the power
equal, so that ζ = M (γ − 1) ρZF
back-off, we propose to use instead the following
PBO [in dB] = 10 log(M ρ) − 10 log(

•

•

where PBT is the power of the backhaul traffic in W/ bit/
s.
PLP is the power consumed to perform the linear precoder processing at the BS. In our case, it is the ZF
precoding for both cases. The processing due to onebit quantization can be neglected compared with the
precoding calculation. Using a Cholesky decomposition
to perform the channel pseudo-inversion, [12] shows
M K2 + M K
K3
+3
)
3LBS
LBS
BM 2 M
3M
3
=
(
+ 2 + )
LBS 3γ 3
γ
γ

PLP = B(

(13)

where LBS is the arithmetic complex-valued operations
per Joule (in [flops/W]).
C. Asymptotic energy-efficiency expression
Collecting the expressions from the previous equations, for
the case of one-bit quantized ZF precoding we obtain, the
expression as displayed in (14), at the top of the next page. If
we consider only the power amplifier consumption, the energyefficiency in (14) reduces to ηr(γ)
2ργ which depends only on γ.
For the ZF precoder, the expression is displayed in (15). If
we consider only the power amplifier consumption, the energy(γ−1)
efficiency in (15) reduces to M ηZF2ρrZF
. Introducing
ZF ζγ
PBO

rZF
10
the power back-off in (8), it becomes ηZF
again
2ργ 10
depending only on γ. These rough approximations indicate
that the main parameter for the energy efficiency is the system
inverse load γ = M/K, and that the loss of performance
of the one-bit quantized massive MIMO system could be
compensated by the higher power amplifier efficiency of the
quantized system and the power back-off of the unquantized
system.

(10)

with
– PBS the power required for the components of
the transmitter circuit at each antenna of the BS
(converters, mixers and filters),
– PSY N the power of the local oscillator,
– PU E the power required for the components of the
circuit of each single antenna user (amplifier, mixer,
oscillator and filter).

IV. S IMULATIONS
The one-bit quantized massive MIMO is designed to be used
for low to moderate SNR values, typically between −5 and
35dB. To ensure the data rate is large enough for the system
to be useful, the SQINR(γ) must also be large enough, so in
the first simulation, we assume the SNR = 10dB. We set the
noise variance on the real and imaginary received symbols as
2
σn
1
2 = ρ SNR . In addition, we consider the same parameters as in
[12]. PBO is chosen as in Fig. 2, 8.5dB being a realistic value

EE ≈

EEZF ≈

M r(γ)
γ
PF IX +PSY N +M (PBS +
B

PU E
γ

+

2M ρ
η

(14)

DEC +PBT )
+ M r(γ)(PCOD +P
+
γ

M2
M
LBS ( 3γ 3

+

3M
γ2

+ γ3 )

M rZF
γ
P
PF IX +PSY N +M (PBS + Uγ E

)

B

B
PBO
PF IX
PSY N
PBS
PU E
η

)

20 MHz
8.5dB
18 W
2W
1W
0.1 W
0.6

+

2ρZF
ζ
ηZF (γ−1)

ρ
ζ = 1/σ 2
PCOD + PDEC
PBT
LBS

1 W/MHz
1
0.9 W/Gbit/s
0.25 W/Gbit/s
12.8 Gflops/W

ηZF

0.3

(15)

DEC +PBT )
+ M rZF (PCOD +P
+
γ

M2
M
LBS ( 3γ 3

+

3M
γ2

+ γ3 )

TABLE I: Simulation parameters

Fig. 5: Energy efficiency in [Mbit/Joule] with respect to
SNR, for M = 150 and γ = 10

Fig. 3: Energy efficiency in [Mbit/Joule] of one-bit quantized
ZF with respect to γ, for different values of M , SNR = 10dB

for LTE, [17]. From PBO and ζ, we obtain ρZF satisfying (8).
All values are collected in Table I.
Figs. 3 and 4 display the energy efficiency with respect to
γ for different values of M , at SNR = 10dB, for the one-bit
quantized ZF precoder and for the full dynamic range signals
respectively. They show that γ is the crucial parameter. Both
schemes have similar behavior with respect to γ. However, as
with the BER performance in [7], the energy efficiency of the
unquantized scheme is still better by a factor of 10 or higher,
inspite of the power back-off taken.
On Fig. 5, we can see how this gap increases when SNR
increases from −5 to 35dB since the energy efficiency of the
ZF increases dramatically with SNR. When we consider the
ratio of these curves, the optimum for the one-bit quantized
ZF precoder is achieved for a SNR around 30dB.
V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 4: Energy efficiency in [Mbit/Joule] of ZF with respect
to γ, for different values of M , SNR = 10dB

In this paper, we conducted a preliminary study of the
energy efficiency of downlink multi-user one-bit quantized
massive MIMO systems. This study focuses on the ZF precoder, but the approach can be extended to any precoder. We
quantified the advantage of the one-bit quantization which
allows the power amplifier to perform at its best power
efficiency and with no need of power back-off to reduce the
high signal dynamic range induced by the precoding. The
analysis shows the inverse system load γ = M/K is a crucial
parameter, but the specific number of antennas M can not be
ignored. Further analysis should include the power used for

the uplink transmission, the channel estimation and a more
realistic evaluation of the signal PAPR as in [18].
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